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more than 100,000,000 phrases have been collected for linguee, and deep learning has been utilized
to build a translation machine based on neural networks. the accuracy of deepl exceeds other

translation tools, and unlike the google translate (who has rooted in the field of languages translation
for many years), it is always at the top of most languages in accuracy and translation speed. to a
certain extent, neural machine translation is a new research topic, but the translation function of
deepl has achieved the translation equivalent of a human translator. if you speak (or write) more
than one language, deepl can be an amazing help. if you dont speak (or write) the language you

want to translate to, it can help you to quickly find the translation of a certain phrase. deepl can be
used for translation of both text and voice. the latter is used for an app that is available for iphone,
ipad and android. the function of translation of voice can enable the non-native speaker to perform
communication quickly and easily. the translated text is quickly and accurately displayed, and you

can edit it or use its function of pronunciation. deepl can translate long texts or small texts, including
characters, symbols, numbers, texts of different fonts, and so on. deepl can translate fast, but the

text is not stored in a dictionary like the traditional translation program. if you want to find the
translation of a word, you can use the translation history function, or you can input the translated
words by yourself. with deepl you can translate texts and commands. you can translate from one
language to another, and from one program to another. you can transfer text and convert word,

phrase, speech, and commands to another language.
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the first is the model, the second is the optimizer, and the third is the trainer. these three parts are
very important for deepl, because they can make or break the whole deepl neural network. if the

model is not very good, the entire deepl neural network cannot work well. even if the optimizer and
the trainer are good, if the model is not good, the result is still not good. it can be said that the three

parts of a deepl neural network are inseparable, and only when all three parts are good can the
network work. when using deepl to build a neural network, the user first needs to prepare training
data. the user then uses this training data to train the neural network. after this, the user can use

the trained model to build an application, such as, translating, image classification, speech
recognition, etc. to build a neural network based on deepl, the user needs to prepare training data.

the training data generally includes text, image, speech, video and so on. the neural network is
trained using this data, then the trained model can be used to build an application, such as,

translating, image classification, speech recognition, etc. because the training data are typically
stored in an asynchronous mode, deepl needs to periodically download the data to be trained. this is
a major problem with deepl. for example, when deepl is powered off or a network connection is cut
off, the connection to the server will be lost, and the data downloaded at the moment will be lost.

deepls neural networks are able to capture even the slightest nuances and reproduce them in
translation unlike any other service. in blind tests pitting deepl translator against the competition,

translators prefer deepls results by a factor of 3:1. deepl also achieves record-breaking performance
according to scientific benchmarks. 5ec8ef588b
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